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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the equation
u¨(t)+g(u(t))=h(t); (1)
where h ¥ C(R; R) is periodic and has zero mean value; setting G(x) :=
>x0 g(s) ds, we assume that G satisfies the following hypotheses:
(H1) G ¥ C3(R; R) is S-periodic, of some period S > 0;
(H2) if |x−y| < S are distinct zeroes of g, then G(x) ] G(y).
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the structure of the set of forcing
terms h giving rise to chaotic dynamics in Eq. (1). Equation (1) generalizes
the classical forced pendulum equation, one of the simplest but more
studied problems in nonlinear analysis (we refer the reader to the interest-
ing paper [16] and to its extensive references). Obviously g(x)=sin x
satisfies our assumptions (H1) and (H2) and this is one of the main
motivations for the results described in the present paper.
We point out from the beginning that assumption (H2) is generic for
G ¥ C3(R; R). It is a technical condition, whose role will be better under-
stood in Section 3.
Since there is no precise or unique definition of chaotic dynamics, we will
use the following agreement.
Definition 1.1. We say that Eq. (1) displays chaotic dynamics if
(i) the solutions of (1) depend sensitively on the initial conditions;
(ii) equation (1) has infinitely many periodic solutions with diverging
periods;
(iii) equation (1) has an uncountable number of bounded, non-
periodic solutions;
(iv) the Poincaré map associated to equation (1) has positive
topological entropy.
We refer to [27] for comments on the validity of the above statements as
indicators of the chaotic behavior of the dynamics of an equation of the
form (1).
In order to describe our results, let T > 0 be given, and consider the
space
X=0
n ¥ N
Xn=0
n ¥ N
3h ¥ C(R; R)/h is nT-periodic and F nT
0
h(t) dt=04;
endowed with the L.-topology.
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.2. Assume that (H1) and (H2) hold. Then there exists a
dense subset H of X such that for every h ¥H Eq. (1) displays chaotic
dynamics. Moreover, for all n ¥ N,H 5Xn is open in Xn.
In order to produce evidence of the existence of chaotic motions, in the
classical, perturbative approach, one considers (1) as a small perturbation
of an integrable system; this is the case, for example, if one starts from the
autonomous equation where h — 0. Then one can proceed by constructing
heteroclinic solutions to equilibria and computing the Melnikov function;
the existence of simple zeroes of the Melnikov function then guarantees
that the stable and unstable manifolds relative to these equilibria intersect
transversally, giving rise to the well known chaotic behavior called the
homoclinic tangle. This approach is usually carried out in cases where the
Melnikov function can be computed explicitly (see, e.g., [27]). For this line
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of attack see [13, 19, 27] and, more recently, [3, 18, 26] for variational
interpretations of the Melnikov and Smale–Birkhoff theorems.
Another approach is the theory of Aubry–Mather (see, for example,
[4, 14]), which deals with discrete dynamical systems and monotone twist
mappings.
Here we adopt a different procedure, based on the application of global
variational methods, which, in the past few years, starting with the papers
[5, 9–11, 23], have been shown to be powerful in the study of this type of
problems. Genericity results for chaotic dynamics with global variational
techniques were obtained recently in [2], where the authors studied
problems modeled on the Duffing equation.
The main feature of these techniques is that they often allow one to
detect the presence of complex dynamics under global assumptions and
nondegeneracy conditions weaker than those required by the perturbative
theory. Following this approach, in a recent paper, [6] (see also [7, 24]),
the authors investigated the existence of a certain class of multibump-type
heteroclinic solutions to periodic orbits of (1), whose presence implies all
the requirements of Definition 1.1. The search for this kind of chaotic
dynamics is carried out in [6] in two successive stages. First one establishes
the existence of a basic type of heteroclinic solutions (1–bump solutions)
connecting two periodic minimizers of the natural action functional asso-
ciated to (1). Next one uses these solutions as building blocks to obtain, in
the spirit of the shadowing lemma, complex orbits which are asymptotic to
the given periodic states at infinity and which oscillate a prescribed (finite
or infinite) number of times between them. The main result of [6] (see
Theorem 2.2 below) states the sufficient conditions to guarantee that the
above described construction be successful. Roughly speaking, to obtain
the starting class of heteroclinic solutions one needs a nondegeneracy
assumption on the periodic asymptotic states (see Definition 2.1 at the
beginning of Section 2) which was first introduced in [8] to replace the
stronger hypotheses of isolatedness or nondegeneracy of minimizers in the
variational sense. Then, if the family of heteroclinic orbits is discrete in a
suitable sense (see condition (f) in Theorem 2.2), one can proceed to find
multibump type dynamics which, in turn, implies the structure described in
Definition 1.1. It is proved in [6] that the nondegeneracy condition (f) is
weaker than the standard transversality assumption in the perturbative
approach.
In the present work we show that the requirements of Theorem 2.2 are
satisfied for h in a dense subset H of X. The nature of our methods also
shows thatH 5Xn is stable under small perturbations in Xn, for all n ¥ N.
The proof is carried out as follows. First we make use of a result in the
spirit of the Sard–Smale theorem to simplify the setting of the problem,
then we show that a certain set of heteroclinic solutions enjoys some
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regularity properties, and finally we use the regularity to compute an
analogue of the Poincaré function (a primitive of the Melnikov function)
and we derive from it the desired conclusion. One part of the last step is
reminiscent of the recent work [3], though our setting is more complex.
In Section 2 we state more precisely the results of the earlier paper [6].
The three subsequent sections are devoted to the proof of the main
Theorem 1.2.
Notation. If u is a (continuous) periodic function, we denote by u¯ its
mean value and by u˜=u−u¯ its zero mean part. By [u0, u1], when u0 and u1
are continuous periodic functions such that u0(t) [ u1(t) for all t ¥ R,
we denote the order interval {u: dom(u)Q R/u0(t) [ u(t) [ u1(t)-t ¥
dom(u)}. Last all the function spaces we use are spaces of functions from R
to R, unless otherwise explicitly stated. Thus we agree that expressions like
H1 or H1loc stand for H
1(R; R) and H1loc(R; R).
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
This section is devoted to the statement and the description of the main
result from [6], Theorem 2.2. As we have already mentioned in the Intro-
duction, the purpose of this paper is to show that the assumptions of that
theorem are satisfied for h in a dense subset of X. Since both Theorem 2.2
and the tools we are going to use in the following sections work indepen-
dent of the value of the time period of h in (1), henceforth, we let T=1 in
the definition of X. This will simplify some formulas without loss of
generality. Keeping this in mind, we now turn to the description of the
variational approach used in [6] to produce evidence of chaotic dynamics in
Eq. (1). In order to do this, let h ¥Xn, denote by L(u)=12 u˙
2−G(u)+h(t) u
the Lagrangian associated to (1), set
En={u ¥H1loc /u(t+n)=u(t) a.e.},
and finally define the action functional f: En Q R as
f(u)=F n
0
L(u) dt.
In view of the assumptions on G and h, the functional f is of class C3 over
En and its critical points are the n-periodic, classical solutions of (1). It is
well known that, even under less stringent assumptions than ours, Eq. (1)
possesses an ordered family of n-periodic solutions, characterized as the
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global minimizers of f over En. A proof that the family of minimizers is
ordered can be found in [25]. We set
ch=min
En
f
and, for further reference, we recall that for all k ¥ N (see [6])
min
u ¥ Ekn
F kn
0
L(u) dt=kch (2)
and that the minimum is attained at n-periodic functions (the minimizers of
f over En).
Definition 2.1. We say that u0, u1 ¥ En are consecutive minimizers of
the periodic problem associated to Eq. (1) if
1. f(u0)=f(u1)=ch,
2. u0(t) < u1(t) for all t ¥ [0, n],
3. u ¥ En 5 [u0, u1] and f(u)=ch imply u ¥ {u0, u1}.
Note that u0 and u1 need not be isolated in En: there might be other
minimizers accumulating to u0 from below or to u1 from above. As we
pointed out in the Introduction, the existence of consecutive minimizers is a
weaker condition (first introduced in [8]) than the isolatedness or non-
degeneracy of minimizers in the variational sense. Moreover, it can be
shown [12] that when this assumption is violated, then all nonperiodic
solutions of (1) are unbounded; hence the existence of consecutive mini-
mizers is a necessary condition for the existence of chaotic dynamics.
The detection of chaotic features embodied in Eq. (1) is carried out in
[6] by the construction of heteroclinic and homoclinic solutions to u0 and
u1 when t tends to ±.. To simplify notation we will write q(−.)=u0
instead of limtQ −. (q(t)−u0(t))=0 for example, and similar expressions at
+.. The assumption that u0 and u1 be consecutive is sufficient to ensure
the existence of the simplest type of heteroclinic solutions connecting u0 to
u1 and vice versa. The main feature of these orbits is that they can be
characterized as global minimizers of the functional J: dom(J) …H1loc Q R
defined by
J(q)=C
j ¥ Z
1F (j+1) n
jn
L(q) dt−ch 2
over the classes of functions
C(u0, u1)={q ¥H1loc/q(−.)=u0, q(+.)=u1} (3)
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and
C(u1, u0)={q ¥H1loc/q(−.)=u1, q(+.)=u0}. (4)
The renormalized functional J was introduced for the first time by
Rabinowitz in [20] (and later used in [1, 8, 17, 21, 22]) as the right tool to
build a global approach to the study of homoclinic solutions to periodic
motions in certain classes of equations.
The analysis of [6] established that the structure of the sets of
heteroclinics between u0 and u1 is closely related to the existence of chaotic
dynamics in Eq. (1). To be more precise, let
I=(u0(0), u1(0))
and consider the sets
S(u0, u1)={q(0) ¥I/q ¥ C(u0, u1), J(q)= min
C(u0, u1)
J}
and
S(u1, u0)={q(0) ¥I/q ¥ C(u1, u0), J(q)= min
C(u1, u0)
J}.
These sets consist of points in the interval I through which there passes a
minimal level heteroclinic solution in C(u0, u1) and C(u1, u0), respectively.
Notice that by the results of [6], they are infinite subsets of I and also
that if the problem is autonomous, then they both coincide with I, by the
invariance of the problem under real time shifts. Simple examples show
that more complicated connecting orbits cannot be expected in the auto-
nomous scalar case. On the contrary, it is proved in [6] that if S(u0, u1)
and S(u1, u0) are disconnected, then Eq. (1) possesses a very rich structure
of solutions joining u0 and u1.
We can now state the main result from [6]. For further use we rephrase
it here in the following form.
Theorem 2.2 [6]. Let h ¥ C(R; R) be periodic and zero mean valued;
assume that (H1) hold. If the action functional of the periodic problem
associated to (1) has two consecutive minimizers u0 and u1, and if
S(u0, u1) ]I and S(u1, u0) ]I, (f)
then Eq. (1) displays chaotic dynamics.
Condition (f) replaces, in our setting, the standard nondegeneracy
hypotheses used both in the geometric and in the perturbative approach to
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homoclinics. It can be proved (see [6]) that (f) is actually milder than the
classical assumption of transversal intersection of the stable and unstable
manifolds of u0 and u1. More precisely, when u0 and u1 are assumed to be
hyperbolic, (f) is equivalent to W s(u0) ]Wu(u1) and Wu(u0) ]W s(u1),
and hence, for instance, it covers cases of tangential intersection of the
stable and unstable manifolds of u0 and u1 (see also [26]).
In the next sections we prove that the assumptions of Theorem 2.2 hold
for h in a dense subset of X.
3. REDUCTION TO A SIMPLER SETTING
In this section we show that Eq. (1) has consecutive minimizers of a
special kind for h in a dense subset Hˆ of X. We begin with the following
statement.
Proposition 3.1. Assume (H1) and (H2) hold. Then, for all n ¥ N, the
set of forcing terms h ¥Xn for which the functional f has only nondegenerate
critical points over En is open and dense in Xn.
This result has been proved in [15], under the assumption that the set of
zeroes of g be totally disconnected. In our case it is enough to notice that
(H2) implies this property on g.
Since Eq. (1) and also the functional f are invariant under the substitu-
tion uW u+jS, with j ¥ Z, we introduce the following definition in order
to simplify some statements. Recall that we denote by u¯ the mean value of
a periodic function.
Definition 3.2. Let h ¥Xn. We say that u ¥ En is a true minimizer of f
over En if f(u)=ch and u¯ ¥ [0, S).
The next result provides the simplified setting which we will need in the
following sections.
Proposition 3.3. Assume (H1) and (H2) hold. The set Hn of forcing
terms h ¥Xn, n ¥ N, such that the functional f has only one nondegenerate
true minimizer over En is dense in Xn and open in Xkn, for any fixed k ¥ N.
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, we can make sure that, for h in an open and
dense subset of Xn, f has, up to translations by integer multiples of S, only
a finite number of critical points and hence, in particular, only a finite
number of true minimizers, say u0, ..., um, which are also nondegenerate.
From (H2) it follows that ui−uj is not constant for all i ] j, with
i, j ¥ {0, ..., m}. In order to see this, assume on the contrary that u and v
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are true minimizers with v(t)=u(t)+a for all t ¥ [0, n] and some a ¥
(0, S). Since both u and v solve Eq. (1), we have
F n
0
g(u(t)) dt=0 and g(u(t)+a)=g(u(t)) for all t ¥ [0, n]. (5)
Therefore there exists x0=u(t0) such that
g(x0)=g(x0+a)=0. (6)
Set p(t)=G(v(t))−G(u(t))=G(u(t)+a)−G(u(t)); then
p˙(t)=(g(u(t)+a)−g(u(t))) u˙(t)=0 for all t ¥ [0, n]
by (5), so that p(t)=b for some b ¥ R and all t ¥ [0, n]. Computing
0=f(v)−f(u)=F n
0
G(u(t)+a) dt−F n
0
G(u(t)) dt=F n
0
p(t) dt=nb
yields b=0, so that
G(u(t)+a)=G(u(t)) for all t ¥ [0, n].
Finally, for t=t0 we obtain G(x0+a)=G(x0), which violates (H2), since
x0 and x0+a are both zeroes of g, by (6).
By the preceding discussion we see that u˜0, ..., u˜m are distinct (recall that
u˜ denotes u− u¯, the zero mean part of u). This allows us, by a standard
application of the Hahn–Banach theorem, to separate strictly in L2(0, n)
one point among u˜0, ..., u˜m form the convex hull of the remaining with a
suitable hyperplane represented by a function h0 ¥Xn. To be more precise,
let K={u˜0, ..., u˜m} and let ug be an extremal point for co(K). By the
Milman Theorem, ug ¥K, so that, relabeling if necessary, we can assume
that u˜0 is an extremal point for co(K).
Let now K0=K0{u˜0}: standard convexity arguments show that u˜0 ¨
co(K0). The sets {u˜0} and co(K0) are thus convex, compact, and disjoint.
Let Y=span{u˜0, ..., u˜m} be endowed with the L2(0, n) topology; by the
Hahn–Banach theorem the sets {u˜0} and co(K0) can be separated strictly
by a hyperplane represented by a function h0 ¥ Y. Since h0 has zero mean
value, this reads
F n
0
h0u0 dt [ a−s, F
n
0
h0uj dt \ a+s for all j ¥ {1, ..., m} (7)
for some a ¥ R and some positive number s. Observe that the set of h0’s for
which an inequality like (7) holds is open in Xn.
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To complete the proof that the set Hn is dense in Xn it suffices to show
that, for all d > 0 small enough, the functional
fd(u)=f(u)+d F
n
0
h0u dt
has only one true minimizer over En, which is still nondegenerate. To this
end choose any sequence dj Q 0 as jQ. and let vj ¥ En be such that
v¯j ¥ [0, S) and
fdj (vj)=min
En
fdj .
Since vj solves f
−
dj
(vj)=0, we have that, up to subsequences, vj converges
in C1([0, n]). Now, as jQ.,
f(vj)=fdj (vj)−dj F
n
0
h0vj dt [ fdj (u0)−dj F
n
0
h0vj dt
=f(u0)+dj F
n
0
h0u0 dt−dj F
n
0
h0vj dt=ch+o(1),
so that vj is a minimizing sequence for f. Then vj (or vj−S if v¯j Q S) tends
to some ui ¥ {u0, ..., um}.
We claim that ui=u0. Indeed, if this is not the case, then by inequality
(7) we have from one hand
fdj (vj) [ fdj (u0)=f(u0)+dj F
n
0
h0u0 dt [ ch+dj(a−s), (8)
while, choosing j0 so large that ||ui−vj ||L2 < 2s/||h0 ||L2 for all j \ j0, we
obtain
fdj (vj) \ f(ui)+dj F
n
0
h0ui dt−dj F
n
0
h0(ui−vj) dt
\ ch+dj(a+s)−dj ||h0 ||L2 ||ui−vj ||L2 > ch+dj(a−s),
which is in contradiction with (8).
We have thus shown that from every sequence of minimizers of fdj we
can construct a minimizing sequence for f which converges to u0.
Now if for some dj Q 0 each functional fdj has two true minimizers, say
vj and wj, we can construct two distinct minimizers (still denoted vj and wj)
such that ||vj−u0 || and ||wj−u0 || tend to zero as jQ..
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But since u0 is nondegenerate, by the implicit function theorem, for every
d small enough fd has exactly one critical point close to u0, which contra-
dicts our previous construction of vj and wj.
Finally, the unique true minimizer vd of fd for small d is nondegenerate
since f'd=fœ and ud is close to u0 in En for d small.
By (2) the above reasoning still works to prove that when h+dh0 is
modified by the addition of a small enough function in Xkn, k ¥ N, the cor-
responding action functional has again only one nondegenerate true
minimizer. This shows thatHn is also open in Xkn. L
Keeping in mind the result of Proposition 3.3, we define
Hˆ=0
n ¥ N
Hn (9)
and we agree, from now on, that h in Eq. (1) is chosen in Hˆ, for, if this is
not the case, we can modify it as little as we wish and obtain the desired
property.
Let then h ¥Hn, fix k ¥ N and h1 ¥Xkn, and consider the equation
u¨(t)+g(u(t))=h(t)+eh1(t), (10)
where e is a (small) real number. By the preceding discussion we know that
for every e small enough, Eq. (10) has only one periodic solution with mean
value in [0, S) which minimizes the corresponding action functional. We
call u e0 this solution and we set u
e
1=u
e
0+S. Then u
e
0 and u
e
1 are consecutive
minimizers, and we can try to apply Theorem 2.2. This will work if we are
able to show that assumption (f) holds for some choice of e. In order to
complete the program we need several regularity results, which we will
prove in the following section.
4. REGULARITY ESTIMATES
In this section we carry out the computations needed to analyze the first
part of condition (f), the other one being handled in a similar way. To
begin with, denote by L e(u)=L(u)+eh1u the Lagrangian associated to
(10), let f e(u)=>kn0 L e(u) dt and set
ce :=ch+eh1=min
Ekn
f e=fe(u e0)=f
e(u e1).
We notice that
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Lemma 4.1. The map eW u e0 is C
1 from an open neighborhood O of e=0
to Enk.
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of the fact that each u e0 is
nondegenerate as a minimizer of f e. The application of the implicit func-
tion theorem to the map (e, u)W u¨+g(u)−h− eh1 immediately yields the
conclusion. L
Now define J e: dom(J e) …H1loc Q R as
J e(q)=C
j ¥ Z
1F (j+1) kn
jkn
L e(q) dt−ce 2
and let
S e(u e0, u
e
1)={q(0) ¥I e/q ¥ C(u e0, u e1), J e(q)= min
C(ue0 , u
e
1)
J e},
where I e=(ue0(0), u
e
1(0)) and C(u
e
0, u
e
1)={q ¥H1loc/q(−.)=ue0, q(+.)
=ue1}.
We must check whether for some e (the first part of) condition (f) holds
for Eq. (10). This reads
S e(u e0, u
e
1) ]I e. (11)
If (11) is violated, then (see [6, 8]) for all x ¥I e there exists a unique q ex
such that
q ex(0)=x and J
e(q ex)= min
C(ue0 , u
e
1)
J e.
In particular q ex solves, for all x ¥I e, the problem
q¨ ex(t)+g(q
e
x(t))=h(t)+eh1(t) for all t ¥ R
q ex(−.)=ue0, q ex(+.)=ue1
q ex(0)=x.
For simplicity we will always drop e=0 when we refer to solutions of the
unperturbed equation (1).
Remark 4.2. We observe (see [6]) that the family {q ex}x ¥Ie is totally
ordered, in the following sense:
-x1, x2 ¥I e, x1 < x2 S q ex1 (t) < q
e
x2 (t) for all t ¥ R.
This implies that two distinct heteroclinics cannot intersect. Moreover,
since (for all small e) u e0 and u
e
1 are nondegenerate, and hence hyperbolic,
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by the Hartman–Grobman theorem we can ensure that the functions q ex
have an exponential decay toward their asymptotic states, for all x ¥I e.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof that if S e(u e0, u
e
1)=I
e for
all small e, then q ex locally depends on x and e in a C
1 way (see Proposition
4.11 below for a precise statement of this property). This fact is by no
means obvious and requires some quite technical arguments. Notice for
example that neither q ex nor its derivatives are integrable and that each q
e
x
satisfies different boundary conditions at ±., so that it is necessary to
operate some change of variables to reduce different problems to a unique
regular enough setting.
Roughly, we will decompose q ex as q
e
x=u
e
0+s+a(e, x) j+k
e
x, where u
e
0
takes care of the oscillating behavior of q ex, s is a fixed function that
models the jump of q ex−u
e
0 from 0 to S, and the remainder, which is in H
2,
is written in the form a(e, x) j+k ex to apply a sort of Lyapunov–Schmidt
reduction that we will need to use the implicit function theorem.
We now make precise this discussion, starting with the construction of
the function j. To this aim we choose a point z ¥I and we denote by qz
the unique minimizer of J over C(u0, u1) such that qz(0)=z, which exists
by our assumption that S e(u e0, u
e
1)=I
e for all small e’s. The definition of
j is given by the following statement.
Proposition 4.3. There exists a unique j ¥H2 such that
j¨(t)+gŒ(qz(t)) j(t)=0 for all t ¥ R
j(t) > 0 for all t ¥ R
F
R
j2 dt=1.
(12)
Before proving this proposition we establish a fundamental inequality
that follows from the analysis of periodic problems in [6].
Lemma 4.4. Let l1 be the first eigenvalue of the operator −u¨−gŒ(u0) u
with n–periodic boundary conditions (which is positive since u0 is nondegen-
erate). Then
inf
v ¥H10{0}
>R v˙2 dt− >R gŒ(u0) v2 dt
>R v2 dt
\ l1. (13)
Proof. It has been proved in [6] that
inf
u ¥ Ekn 0{0}
>kn0 u˙2 dt− >kn0 gŒ(u0) u2 dt
>kn0 u2 dt
=l1 for all k ¥ N. (14)
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Denoting by Q(v) and Qk(u) the quotients in (13) and (14), respectively, we
see that
inf
v ¥H10{0}
Q(v)= inf
v ¥ C10 (R)0{0}
Q(v).
Now for every v ¥ C10(R), let vˆ be a periodic extension of v, of some period
kn. Since plainly Q(v)=Qk(vˆ), applying (14), we obtain Q(v)=Qk(vˆ) \ l1
for all v ¥ C10(R), and, by density, (13). L
Proof of Proposition 4.3. Set
m1= inf
v ¥H10{0}
>R v˙2 dt− >R gŒ(qz) v2 dt
>R v2 dt
=: inf
v ¥H10{0}
Qz(v).
We first prove that m1=0. To see this we define a functional I: H1Q R as
I(v)=J(qz+v)−J(qz).
Since qz minimizes J over C(u0, u1), we have that I(v) \ 0 for all v and
I(0)=0. Therefore, at least formally for the moment, Iœ(0)(w, w) \ 0 for
all w ¥H1. We now prove that I ¥ C2(H1; R) and compute Iœ.
From the definition of J we have
I(v)=C
j ¥ Z
1F (j+1) n
jn
[ 12 v˙
2−G(qz+v)+G(qz)+hv] dt+F
(j+1) n
jn
q˙z v˙ dt2 .
(15)
Now, since qz solves (1),
F (j+1) n
jn
q˙z v˙ dt=q˙zv : (j+1) n
jn
−F (j+1) n
jn
q¨zv dt
=q˙zv : (j+1) n
jn
+F (j+1) n
jn
[g(qz) v−hv] dt,
which, inserted in (15), yields
I(v)=C
j ¥ Z
1 1
2 F
(j+1) n
jn
v˙2 dt
−F (j+1) n
jn
[G(qz+v)−G(qz)−g(qz) v] dt+q˙zv : (j+1) n
jn
2 .
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Notice at this point that since v ¥H1 and q˙z is bounded, by a direct
computation we have
C
j ¥ Z
q˙zv : (j+1) n
jn
=0.
Finally, since |G(qz+v)−G(qz)−g(qz) v| [max |gŒ| v2, we can substitute
the series with an integral to obtain
I(v)=12 F
R
v˙2 dt−F
R
[G(qz+v)−G(qz)−g(qz) v] dt.
It is now easy to see, using the fact that G is regular and periodic, that
I ¥ C2(H1; R) and that
Iœ(0)(w, w)=F
R
w˙2 dt−F
R
gŒ(qz) w2 dt.
Therefore, by our preliminary discussion, Iœ(0)(w, w) \ 0 for all w ¥H1
means that m1 \ 0.
We now prove the reversed inequality. Let qn be the unique minimizer of
J in C(u0, u1) such that qn(0)=z+
1
n . Then qn, being a minimizing sequence
for J in C(u0, u1) is bounded in H
1
loc (see [6]).
The results of [6] guarantee that qn contains a subsequence, again
denoted by qn, that converges to qz weakly in H
1
loc and strongly in L
.
loc
(recall that qz is the unique minimizer through z); moreover qn+1(t) < qn(t)
for all t ¥ R and all n. Set vn=qn−qz. Then we have that vn is strictly
decreasing, tends to zero in L.loc and vn(t)Q 0 as tQ ±. for all n. This
readily implies that vn Q 0 in L..
From the fact that qn and qz solve Eq. (1), we see that
v¨n+g(qz+vn)−g(qz)=0.
Therefore, for some suitable hn(t) ¥ (0, 1),
v¨n+gŒ(qz+hnvn) vn=0. (16)
Writing an(t)=gŒ(qz+hnvn)−gŒ(qz) we see that ||an ||. Q 0 and that Eq. (16)
reads
v¨n+gŒ(qz) vn+anvn=0.
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Multiplying by vn and integrating gives
F
R
v˙2n dt−F
R
gŒ(qz) v2n dt [ ||an ||. F
R
v2n dt,
namely that Qz(vn)Q 0, so that m1 [ 0.
We are now ready to show that m1=0 is attained. Let wn be a minimiz-
ing sequence for Qz. We can assume that ||wn ||L2=1 for all n. Then wn is
bounded in H1 and therefore it contains a subsequence, still denoted wn
such that
wn Q w weakly in H1 and wn Q w strongly in L
.
loc
for some w ¥H1. We claim that w – 0. To see this we first note that from
Lemma 4.4, as nQ. we have
o(1)=F
R
w˙2n dt−F
R
gŒ(qz) w2n dt=F
R
w˙2n dt−F
R
gŒ(u0) w2n dt
+F
R
(gŒ(u0)−gŒ(qz)) w2n dt \ l1 F
R
w2n dt+F
R
(gŒ(u0)−gŒ(qz)) w2n dt.
Now, if w — 0, for every d > 0 fix R > 0 such that sup|t| \ R |gŒ(u0(t))−
gŒ(qz(t))| [ d, which is possible by the asymptotic behavior of qz and the
periodicity of gŒ. Then
: F
R
(gŒ(u0)−gŒ(qz)) w2n dt :
[ FR
−R
|gŒ(u0)−gŒ(qz)| w2n dt+d F
|t| \ R
w2n dt [ o(1)+d
since wn Q 0 in L
.
loc. Inserting this in the preceding estimate we obtain, as
nQ.,
l1=l1 F
R
w2n dt [ o(1),
which is false. This shows that w – 0.
Last, we observe that w attains the infimum of Qz. Indeed, since wn Q w
weakly in H1, denoting by B( · , · ) the numerator of Qz( · ), we easily see
that
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B(w, w)=2B(wn, w)−B(w, w)+o(1)
=2B(wn, w)−B(w, w)−B(wn, wn)+o(1)
=−B(wn−w, wn−w)+o(1) [ o(1) as nQ.,
so that necessarily B(w, w)=0.
To complete the proof we only have to notice that any minimizer v of Qz
solves v¨+gŒ(qz) v=0 and has constant sign by the well–known properties
of the first eigenfunction. We therefore call j the unique minimizer of Qz
such that j is positive and ||j||L2=1. L
Remark 4.5. As a by-product of some of the computations carried out
in the above discussion (namely to show that vn(t)=qn(t)−qz(t)Q 0 in L.
as nQ.) we obtain that the map xW q ex is continuous from I e to
C(u e0, u
e
1) with respect to the L
.-topology. This property will be useful later
on.
We complete the study of the linearized equation at qz by showing that
the nonhomogeneous problem can be solved away from the kernel.
Let j +={v ¥ L2/ >R vj dt=0}.
Proposition 4.6. For every f ¥ L2 5 j + there exists a unique v ¥H2 5
j + such that
v¨+gŒ(qz) v=f for all t ¥ R; (17)
moreover the map fW v is continuous from L2 5 j + to H2 5 j + .
Proof. We apply the Lax–Milgram lemma to the bilinear form B: H1 5
j + ×H1 5 j + Q R defined by
B(u, v)=F
R
u˙v˙ dt−F
R
gŒ(qz) uv dt.
The only thing to prove is that B(v, v) \ a ||v||2 for some positive a and all
v ¥H1 5 j + . Since part of the necessary computations have already been
carried out in the proof of Proposition 4.3 we will be sketchy at some
points. If
inf
H1 5 j + 0{0}
B(v, v)
||v||2L2
=0,
then, exactly like in the preceding proof, we can show that the infimum is
attained by some function v ¥H1 5 j + . However, since zero is the
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minimum of B( · , · ) over the whole space H1 (Proposition 4.3), then v
should be proportional to j, which is impossible. This proves the coercivity
of B. Applying the Lax–Milgram lemma to the problem
B(v, w)=F
R
fw dt for all w ¥H1 5 j +
yields the desired conclusion. The continuity in the H2 topology follows
from obvious estimates on the equation. L
We are now ready to analyze the regularity properties of the functions
q ex, considered as functions of x and e. The proof will be based on the
application of the implicit function theorem, but it is complicated by the
fact that for different e’s, the solutions q ex lie in different spaces; another
delicate point is that the natural operator to invert has a nontrivial kernel.
To get round these obstacles we begin by changing variables.
Let s: RQ [0, S] be a smooth function such that s(t)=0 for all t [ 0
and s(t)=S for all t \ 1.
Notice first of all that for all (small) e and all x the functions q ex−u
e
0−s
are in H2 (recall that, as observed in Remark 4.2, all the q ex’s have an
exponential decay toward their asymptotic states). Therefore we can write
candidates for heteroclinic solutions as follows.
Let j be the function defined in Proposition 4.3. If q ¥ C(u e0, u e1) and
q−u e0−s ¥H2, we write
q=ue0+s+aj+k, (18)
where a=>R(q−u e0−s) j dt and k is orthogonal to j in L2.
Every heteroclinic solution q ex is of the form (18) for some suitable choice
of a and k. We let a¯ and k¯ be those elements for which
qz=u0+s+a¯j+k¯. (19)
If q solves (10) then it is easily seen that
k¨+g(ue0+s+aj+k)−g(u
e
0)+aj¨+s¨=0. (20)
Roughly, we want to show that we can define a regular map (a, e)W k
where k satisfies (20) for the given values of a and e. Fix e¯ > 0 so small that
(−e¯, e¯) ı O (where O is the set defined in Lemma 4.1) and z ¥I e for all
e ¥ (−e¯, e¯). This is certainly possible since, by Lemma 4.1, the intervals I e
are small perturbations of I. Let W=Na¯×(−e¯, e¯), where Na¯ is a (small)
neighborhood of a¯, and define a map F: W×H2 5 j + Q L2 as
F(a, e, k)=k¨+g(ue0+s+aj+k)−g(u
e
0)+aj¨+s¨.
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Notice that F(a¯, 0, k¯)=0, since this equation is equivalent to q¨z+g(qz)=h
and also that zeroes of F correspond to (heteroclinic) solutions of (10) via
the change of variables (18). If we are able to apply the implicit function
theorem to F we obtain the regularity of (a, e)W k. However, the linear-
ized map “F“k (a¯, 0, k¯) is not invertible, due to the presence of a nontrivial
kernel (span{j}) in the equation v¨+gŒ(qz) v=0.
The strategy is to project the equation F=0 onto j + to get rid of the
kernel, to prove invertibility of the projected map, and to prove that F and
the projected map have the same zeroes. In other words, we follow a
Lyapunov–Schmidt type procedure, by splitting the equation into two com-
ponents. It is worth mentioning that the third part of the above strategy is
absolutely nontrivial: it consists in showing that in our Lyapunov–Schmidt
approach the bifurcation equation is automatically satisfied by the solutions
of the auxiliary equation.
To define the projected map, let O · , ·P denote the L2 scalar product and
set
F˜(a, e, k)=F(a, e, k)−OF(a, e, k), jP j.
Then F˜: W×H2 5 j + Q L2 5 j + , and we can study the invertibility with
more hope of success. First we prove that the map F˜ is regular enough to
carry out our program.
Lemma 4.7. The map F˜ is C1 from W×H2 5 j + to L2 5 j + .
Proof. It suffices to show that the map
Fˆ(e, v)=g(ue0+s+v)−g(u
e
0)
is C1 from (−e¯, e¯)×H2 to L2. By applying Lemma 4.1 and using the fact
that gŒ is regular and S-periodic, one easily proves that “Fˆ“e and “Fˆ“v are for-
mally well defined and continuous on (− e¯, e¯)×H2. Let g be a (small) real
number. Standard computations show that as gQ 0
>Fˆ(e+g, v)−Fˆ(e, v)−“Fˆ“e (e, v) g>2L2=||R(g)||2L2
[ g2 F 1
0
dl F
R
|gŒ(u e+lg0 +s+v)−gŒ(u e+lg0 )
−gŒ(u e0+s+v)+gŒ(u e0)|2 : “u e0“e :2dt+o(g2).
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The regularity of gŒ immediately yields that the integral on the right-hand
side is bounded. Writing
|gŒ(u e+lg0 +s+v)−gŒ(u e+lg0 )−gŒ(u e0+s+v)+gŒ(u e0)|
=|gœ(u e0+Jt(u e+lg0 −u e0)+s+v)−gœ(u e0+Jt(u e+lg0 −u e0))| |u e+lg0 −u e0 |
for some suitable Jt ¥ [0, 1] and u e+lg0 −u e0=(“u e0/“e) lg+o(g) plainly
shows that ||R(g)||L2=o(g) when gQ 0.
Likewise one can check that F˜(e, · ) ¥ C1(H2 5 j + , L2 5 j + ). L
In the next lemma we prove that all the solutions of the auxiliary equa-
tion F˜(a, e, k)=0 also solve the bifurcation equation OF(a, e, k), jP=0.
Lemma 4.8. If F˜(a, e, k)=0, then F(a, e, k)=0.
Proof. Let b :=OF(a, e, k), jP. If F˜(a, e, k)=0 then the function
p(t) :=ue0+s+aj+k ¥ C(u e0, u e1) solves
p¨+g(p)=h+eh1+bj.
We must prove that b=0. In order to do it we assume for simplicity that p
lies in the order interval [u e0, u
e
1]. The same arguments can be used, with
slight modifications, to handle the cases in which p (possibly) crosses u e0 or
u e1. The idea is to exploit the continuum of heteroclinics q
e
x, x ¥I e, con-
necting u e0 and u
e
1, and the fact that j(t) > 0 for all t ¥ R, to show that b
must satisfy at the same time the opposite inequalities b \ 0 and b [ 0.
First we prove that if there exists some q ex¯ with exactly two intersection
points t1 < t2 with p(t), then b \ 0 or b [ 0 according to the sign of q ex¯(t)−
p(t) in [t1, t2]. We consider the case q
e
x¯(t)−p(t) \ 0 for all t ¥ [t1, t2],
the other one being analogous. Let
r=min
[t1, t2]
(p(t)−u e0(t))=p(t¯)−u
e
0(t¯).
If r > 0 we define the set
A={x ¥I e/qex and p intersect in [t1, t2]}.
Note that A is an interval and that q ex(t) < q
e
x¯(t) for all t ¥ R and x ¥ A
(because the family q ex, x ¥I e, is totally ordered, see Remark 4.2). Set
xˆ=inf A > u e0(0) and consider the function q
e
xˆ. By using the L
.-continuity
of xW q ex (see Remark 4.5), it is easy to check that
min
[t1, t2]
(p(t)−q exˆ(t))=p(tˆ)−q
e
xˆ(tˆ)=0.
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Since tˆ ] t1, t2 (because q exˆ(ti) < q ex¯(ti), i=1, 2) we can write
0 [ p¨(tˆ )− q¨ exˆ(tˆ)=p¨(tˆ)+g(p(tˆ))− q¨ exˆ(tˆ)−g(qexˆ(tˆ))=bj(tˆ),
which yields b \ 0.
If r=0, we can proceed in a straight way by simply replacing q exˆ and tˆ
by u e0 and t¯ in the above inequality.
Now suppose that each q ex has at most two (transversal) intersections
with p(t) (for if this is not the case, by our preceding discussion we imme-
diately obtain both the desired inequalities on b). Choose y1, y2 ¥ R such
that q˙ exi (yi) ] p˙(yi), i=1, 2, where q
e
x1 and q
e
x2 are the heteroclinic solutions
that intersect p in y1 and y2, and define
w1(t)=˛p(t)−q ex1 (t) if t [ y1
0 if t \ y1
w2(t)=˛p(t)−q ex2 (t) if t \ y2
0 if t [ y2.
As p crosses each q ex no more than two times, we can assume (by changing
the choice of y1 and y2 if necessary) that w1(t) and w2(t) have constant sign
on R. Arguing exactly like in the proof of Proposition 4.3, we see that w1
solves
w¨1+gŒ(u0) w1+a(t) w1=bj, (21)
where a(t)=gŒ(p+Jtw1)−gŒ(u0) for some suitable Jt ¥ (0, 1). If y1 is care-
fully chosen close to −., and e¯ is sufficiently small (recall Lemma 4.1), by
the uniform continuity of gŒ we can ensure that |a(t)| [ l1/2, where l1 is
the eigenvalue defined in Lemma 4.4. Multiplying (21) by w1 and integrat-
ing on R yields
b F y1
−.
jw1 dt [ −
l1
2
F y1
−.
w21 dt,
which implies b [ 0 if we agree, for definiteness, that w1(t) is positive.
Repeating the above arguments with w2(t) we find that, when y2 is large
enough,
b F+.
y2
jw2 dt [ −
l1
2
F+.
y2
w22 dt.
If w2(t) [ 0 we infer b \ 0, and hence b=0. On the contrary, if w2(t) \ 0
we obtain again b [ 0. The reversed inequality is then obtained by arguing
as in the first part of the proof, for in this case, using the fact that two dis-
tinct heteroclinics cannot intersect, it is not difficult to prove that p must
cross twice q ex1 or q
e
x2 in [y1, y2]. L
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We are now ready to prove the first regularity result.
Proposition 4.9. The equation F(a, e, k)=0 defines implicitly a C1
map (a, e)W k ea from W1 ı W to H2 5 j + .
Proof. By Lemma 4.8 the equations F=0 and F˜=0 are equivalent.
We then show that this last equation defines the required map via the
implicit function theorem. To this aim notice first that F˜ ¥ C1(W×
H2 5 j + ; L2 5 j + ) and F˜(a¯, 0, k¯)=0. The proof will be complete when
we show that “F˜“k (a¯, 0, k¯) is an isomorphism between H
2 5 j + and L2 5
j + . Now
“F
“k (a¯, 0, k¯) · v=v¨+gŒ(qz) v,
so that
“F˜
“k (a¯, 0, k¯) · v=v¨+gŒ(qz) v+ < v¨+gŒ(qz) v, j > j=v¨+gŒ(qz) v
since < v¨+gŒ(qz) v, j >=< j¨+gŒ(qz) j, v >=0 by Proposition 4.3. The
application of Proposition 4.6 tells us that “F˜“k (a¯, 0, k¯) is indeed invertible,
and the proof is complete. L
Even at this stage we still do not have the precise result we need, that is
the (local) regularity of the parametrization (x, e)W q ex. Indeed, for all
small e and x ¥I e we can always write
q ex=u
e
0+s+a(x, e) j+k
e
a(x, e), (22)
where a(x, e)=>R(q ex−u e0−s) j dt, but we still do not know if the map
(x, e)W a(x, e) is regular. This is certainly the case if x is close enough to z,
as it can be proved again via the implicit function theorem, as a conse-
quence of the previous results.
Corollary 4.10. The map (x, e)W a(x, e) ¥ R defined by (22) is of
class C1 in an open neighborhood of (z, 0).
Proof. Let N be a (small) neighborhood of z, such that N ıI e for all
e’s close to zero, and define a function H: W1×NQ R as
H(a, e, x)=ue0(0)+s(0)+aj(0)+k
e
a(0)−x.
Plainly, H is C1 and
H(a¯, 0, z)=u0(0)+s(0)+a¯j(0)+k¯(0)−z=qz(0)−z=0.
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Moreover,
“H
“a (a¯, 0, z)=j(0)+
“k ea
“a
:
e=0
a=a¯
(0). (23)
Now from F(a, e, k ea)=0 for all (a, e) ¥ W1 we see that
“F
“a+
“F
“k
“k ea
“a=0 for all (a, e) ¥ W1.
However, “F“a (a¯, 0, k¯)=j¨+gŒ(qz) j=0, so that calling for simplicity w(0)
the second term in the right–hand side of (23), we see that w satisfies
“F
“k (a¯, 0, k¯) w=0,
namely, w¨+gŒ(qz) w=0. Since w ¥ j + , by Proposition 4.6 it must be w —
0. We obtain therefore that
“H
“a (a¯, 0, z)=j(0)+w(0)=j(0) ] 0,
which is the invertibility condition we need. L
We summarize the main result of this section in the following proposition.
In its statement recall the definition of the set O in Lemma 4.1.
Proposition 4.11. Assume that for all small e’s the first part of condi-
tion (f) does not hold for Eq. (10). Then for all z ¥I there exists an open
neighborhood U ıI×O of (z, 0) such that for all (x, e) ¥U
q ex=u
e
0+s+a(x, e) j+k
e
a(x, e)
where the maps (x, e)W a(x, e), from U to R, and (x, e)W k ea(x, e), from U to
H2, are of class C1. The function j ¥H2 is completely determined by the
choice of h ¥Hn in (10) and of z ¥I.
5. GENERICITY OF CHAOTIC DYNAMICS
The results obtained so far allow us to prove that assumption (f) of
Theorem 2.2 holds for h in a dense subset of H of X and that H 5Xn is
open in Xn, for all n ¥ N. This is the last step of the proof of Theorem 1.2.
In order to do this we still need a preliminary property, which we synthe-
size in the next proposition.
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Proposition 5.1. Let h and h1 in Eq. (10) be such that S e(u
e
0, u
e
1)=I
e
for all e in a neighborhood of e=0. Then for all x, y ¥I
F+.
−.
(qx−qy) h1 dt=0. (24)
Proof. Let x, y ¥I. By Lemma 4.1 we can find e¯ > 0 such that
x, y ¥I e for all e ¥ (−e¯, e¯). Moreover, if e¯ is small enough, we can also
ensure that the functions q ex and q
e
y depend on e in the previously described
C1 way. With a slight abuse of notation (recall the definition of I in the
proof of Proposition 4.3) we define I : (−e¯, e¯)×H1Q R as
I(e, v)=J e(q ex+v)−J
e(q ex)
=12 F
R
v˙2 dt−F
R
[G(qex+v)−G(q
e
x)−g(q
e
x) v] dt.
The regularity of q ex and the regularity condition (H1) allow us to compute
(formally for the moment) “I“e (e, v) and to check that it is well defined and
continuous. Using standard arguments, we see that
I(e+g, v)−I(e, v)−
“I
“e (e, v) g=g F
1
0
dl F
R
[−g(qe+lgx +v) (25)
+g(qex+v)+g(q
e+lg
x )−g(q
e
x)+(gŒ(q e+lgx )−gŒ(q ex)) v]
“q ex
“e dt+o(g).
By applying twice the mean value theorem, we can write
[g(qe+lgx +v)−g(q
e+lg
x )−gŒ(q e+lgx ) v]−[g(qex+v)−g(qex)−gŒ(q ex) v]
as
[gœ(q ex+Jt(q e+lgx −q ex)+J˜tv)−gœ(q ex+Jt(q e+lgx −q ex))] (q e+lgx −q ex) v
for some suitable Jt and J˜t in [0, 1]. This, together with q
e+lg
x =
q ex+(“q ex/“e) lg+o(g), plainly yields that (25) is o(g) as gQ 0. As
observed in the proof of Proposition 4.3, it is easy to show that
I(e, · ) ¥ C2(H1; R) and hence to conclude that the functional I(e, v) is C1
from (−e¯, e¯)×H1 to R.
Now consider
I˜(e)=I(e, q ey−q
e
x)=J
e(q ey)−J
e(q ex).
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By assumption, I˜(e) — 0 for all e ¥ (−e¯, e¯), so that
dI˜
de
=
“I
“e (e, q
e
y−q
e
x)+
“I
“v (e, q
e
y−q
e
x) 5“q ey“e −“q
e
x
“e
6 — 0. (26)
However “I“v (e, q
e
y−q
e
x) — 0, because q ey−q ex minimizes I(e, · ) over H1; thus,
(26) simply reads
dI˜
de
=F
R
[g(qex)−g(q
e
y)−gŒ(q ex)(qex−q ey)]
“q ex
“e dt
=F
R
5(q¨ ey−q¨ ex) “q ex“e+(qex−q ey) “q¨
e
x
“e −(q
e
x−q
e
y) h16 dt=0,
where the second equality follows from the fact that both q ex and q
e
y solve
Eq. (10). Integrating by parts and letting e=0, we finally obtain (24). L
The next theorem completes the proof that Eq. (1) displays chaotic
dynamics for h in a dense subset of X. In its statement recall the definition
of the set Hˆ in (9).
Theorem 5.2. Assume that (H1) and (H2) are satisfied. The set H of
forcing terms h ¥ Hˆ for which assumption (f) of Theorem 2.2 holds is dense
in Hˆ. MoreoverH 5Xn is open in Xn, for all n ¥ N.
Proof. Arguing indirectly, we assume that there exist some h ¥ Hˆ, say
h ¥Hn, and some e¯ > 0 such that the first part of (f) does not hold for
h+eh1 for any choice of e ¥ (−e¯, e¯) and any h1 ¥ Hˆ. By Proposition 5.1 this
implies in particular that
F+.
−.
(qx−qy) h1 dt=0 for all x, y ¥I and all h1 ¥ 0
k ¥ N
Hkn.
As each Hkn is dense in Xkn, the above equality actually holds for all
h1 ¥Xkn. We claim that this implies qx−qy — 0, which is a contradiction if
x ] y (recall that the family of heteroclinics connecting u0 and u1 is totally
ordered).
In order to prove our assertion, we define, for all (large) k ¥ N
vk(t)=˛w1, k(t) if t ¥ [−kn, −kn+1]qx(t)−qy(t) if t ¥ [−kn+1, kn−1]
w2, k(t) if t ¥ [kn−1, kn],
where w1, k and w2, k are (smooth) functions that connect qx(−kn+1)−
qy(−kn+1) and qx(kn−1)−qy(kn−1) to zero, and we denote by h1, k(t)
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the 2kn-periodic extension of vk(t). We notice that >+.−. (qx−qy) h1, k dtQ
>+.−. (qx−qy)2 dt as kQ. and we write
F+.
−.
(qx−qy) h1, k dt=F
+.
−.
(qx−qy)(h˜1, k+h¯1, k) dt=h¯1, k F
+.
−.
(qx−qy) dt
=
1
2kn
5F kn−1
−kn+1
(qx−qy) dt+o(1)6 F+.
−.
(qx−qy) dt.
Letting kQ. in the above equality we obtain
F+.
−.
(qx−qy)2 dt=0,
which yields the desired conclusion.
We can therefore find (for infinitely many k ¥ N) a suitable h1 ¥Hkn and
a number e as small as we please such that the first part of (f) is verified
for Eq. (10). By construction the set of h1’s enjoying this property is open
in each Xkn; then, repeating the above argument, we can perturb these
functions as little as we like until we obtain that, when k is sufficiently
large, also the second part of (f) holds. Last, the fact that H 5Xn is
open in Xn easily follows from Proposition 3.3 and from the variational
characterization of condition (f) (see also [6]). L
Remark 5.3. Our methods do not establish that the open sets H 5Xn
are nonempty for every n, but only for n large enough. To prove this for
the remaining cases one can use the standard perturbative approach,
working for example with small perturbations of the autonomous equation
u¨+g(u)=0.
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